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Improving Success Ratio of Object Search in Highly-Dynamic
Mobile P2P Networks
Kei TAKESHITA†a) , Nonmember, Masahiro SASABE††b) , and Hirotaka NAKANO†††c) , Members

SUMMARY
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are temporal and
infrastructure-independent wireless networks that consist of mobile nodes.
For instance, a MANET can be used as an emergent network for communication among people when a disaster occurred. Since there is no central
server in the network, each node has to find out its desired information (objects) by itself. Constructing a mobile Peer-to-Peer (P2P) network over the
MANET can support the object search. Some researchers proposed construction schemes of mobile P2P networks, such as Ekta and MADPastry.
They integrated DHT-based application-layer routing and network-layer
routing to increase search eﬃciency. Furthermore, MADPastry proposed a
clustering method which groups the overlay nodes according to their physical distance. However, it has also been pointed out that the search eﬃciency deteriorates in highly dynamic environments where nodes quickly
move around. In this paper, we focus on route disappearances in the network layer which cause the deterioration of search eﬃciency. We describe
the detail of this problem and evaluate quantitatively it through simulation
experiments. We extend MADPastry by introducing a method sharing objects among nodes in a cluster. Through simulation experiments, we show
that the proposed method can achieve up to 2.5 times larger success rate of
object search than MADPastry.
key words: mobile ad hoc network (MANET), distributed hash table (DHT), clustering, local information sharing

1.

Introduction

With the proliferation of mobile nodes, such as laptop
PCs, PDAs, and mobile phones, mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) have been attracting many users to construct
temporal wireless networks in various situations. For instance, a MANET can be used as an emergent network for
communication among people when a disaster occurred and
existing infrastructures failed. In another case, participants
of a meeting, conference, or event can also build a temporal
information-sharing network over a MANET to exchange
their own information each other.
In a MANET, a source node can communicate with its
destination node through a multi-hop path. The path between them is determined by a routing protocol such as DSR
[1], AODV [2], and OLSR [3]. However, these protocols do
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not provide the source node with the location of its desired
information (objects). Broadcast used in Gnutella [4] is a
simple scheme to find out the object. In broadcast, nodes
forward queries to all of their neighbors, which means that
broadcast does not rely on any routing protocol. Since all
nodes in the network are the targets of the search, the search
seems to success with a high probability. However, as the
network size becomes large or the number of queries increases, the success ratio of object search decreases due to
packet collisions.
Conti et al. proposed an optimization of Gnutella
protocol for the use in MANETs [5] by integrating it
with OLSR. This is one of the cross-layer approaches between application layer and network layer. The crosslayer approach achieves a good performance compared with
Gnutella. However, there still remains a problem of high
traﬃc load caused by broadcast with an increase of the network size.
To eﬃciently discover objects over MANETs with low
search overheads, some researchers proposed construction
schemes of mobile P2P networks based on distributed hash
table (DHT) which can enable a unicast-based object search
[6]–[10]. Typical DHT schemes are Pastry [11], Chord [12],
Tapestry [13], etc. The main contribution of them is keeping
low search costs with an increase of the network size. More
precisely speaking, they guarantee O(log N) search costs,
namely hop count, for any object. Here, N is the network
size.
However, the topological structure of a MANET dynamically varies due to node mobility, participation, or departure. It has been pointed out that the success ratio of
object search doesn’t improve when a DHT substrate is
simply constructed on the top of a MANET and a crosslayer approach is significant [6]. To solve this problem,
Ekta [6], CrossROAD [10], and MADPastry [7] integrate
Pastry with DSR, OLSR, and AODV respectively to share
routing information between network layer and application
layer. On the other hand, Caesar et al. proposed virtual ring
routing (VRR) that is a network-layer routing protocol inspired by overlay routing protocol based on DHT. In VRR,
a node conducts unicast-based object search by forwarding
queries only to physically one-hop neighbors. Thus, VRR
can significantly reduce the traﬃc overhead compared with
broadcast-based schemes.
These techniques contribute to adaptability to the topological changes in a MANET and reduction of communication overheads in the system. However, Ekta and VRR con-
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struct a DHT substrate without taking into account physical
distance between nodes, namely hop count between them
in the underlying physical network. This causes undesirable long search latency and deterioration of success ratio
of object search. In this paper, we demonstrate that the following two methods can enhance the success ratio of object
search while suppressing the traﬃc overheads: a construction method of an overlay network with consideration of the
underlying physical network and a sharing method of objects among physically-close overlay nodes. The key idea
of both methods is the same, namely reducing physical hop
count to search for an object.
As the first method, we adopt MADPastry that proposes a clustering method which groups overlay nodes by
taking into account the corresponding physical distance.
In MADPastry, queries are forwarded in a unicast manner
between nodes belonging diﬀerent clusters. On the other
hand, nodes combine the unicast-based object search with a
broadcast-based one limited inside a cluster to quickly find
out the desired objects with relatively low search costs because the information on corresponding objects exist in the
cluster.
We further propose a method to share objects among
nodes in a cluster as the second method. Although the detail of the method will described in Sect. 4, the object sharing method can be easily realized by extending the beacon
mechanism used in the clustering method while suppressing system overheads. Through simulation experiments,
we demonstrate that MADPastry is not suﬃcient to achieve
high system performance but the combination of MADPastry and the object sharing method drastically improves the
system performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
we describe overviews of related work. Section 3 reveals the
problems of MADPastry in highly dynamic environments.
Then, we introduce the proposed method and show the effectiveness through simulation experiments in Sect. 4. Finally, we conclude this paper and describe future work in
Sect. 5.
2.

Related Work

In this section, we describe overviews of Pastry, AODV, and
MADPastry.
2.1 Pastry
Pastry is one of the structured P2P networks based on DHT.
Each node is randomly assigned a unique 128-bit identifier
(nodeId) that is generated by a hash function with its IP address. Then, it is allocated into a circular overlay ID space
which ranges from 0 to 2128 − 1. Each object is also assigned a unique 128-bit object identification (objectId) by
using the same hash function to its name and allocated into
the same overlay ID space. NodeIds and keys are regarded
as a sequence of digits with base 2b where b is a configuration parameter with typical value 4. Each node maintains

any pointer (a pair of objectId and IP address that stores
the object) whose objectId is the numerically closest to its
nodeId.
Each Pastry node maintains a routing table and a leaf
set. The Pastry’s routing table consists of log2b N (N is the
number of nodes in the network) rows each of which has
2b − 1 entries (a pair of nodeId and its IP address). n-th row
has entries whose nodeIds share the first n − 1 digits with
the present node’s nodeId. Since n-th digit has 2b possible
numbers, n-th row has 2b −1 entries. The leaf set L is a set of
nodes with the L2 numerically closest larger nodeIds, and the
L
2 nodes with numerically closest smaller nodeIds, relative
to the present node’s nodeId.
To search for a key, each node forwards the query to the
node which has the nodeId sharing one more digit with the
key based on the routing table. If there is no appropriate entry, the node forwards the query to the node in the neighbor
or leaf set which has the nodeId sharing at least one more bit
with the key. Since the routing is normally processed every
digit, overlay hop count can be expressed as O(log2b N).
When the query arrives at a node whose nodeId is the
numerically closest to key, the search will success if the
node has a pointer about the key (a pair of objectId and IP
address of the node that maintains the corresponding object). We should note here that a registration of a pointer
can be accomplished by the object owner using the same
mechanism as the query search.
2.2 AODV and Its Extended Versions
AODV is a reactive routing protocol in the network layer. In
the reactive routing protocol, a source node starts to establish a route to its destination node when it requires to send
data to the destination. Consequently, the reactive routing
protocol requires time to discover a route before data transmission but also has adaptability to changes in the physical
topology.
An AODV routing table consists of multiple entries
each of which indicates a route to a destination node. When
a source node sends a packet to a destination node, it
searches for the corresponding entry in its routing table. If
it already has the entry, it sends the packet to the next-hop
node designated in the entry. Otherwise, a route nonexistence occurs and the source node tries to discover a new
route to its destination node by broadcasting messages to
discover (route discovery messages). Any node who has an
entry of the destination node replies to the route discovery
message. The behavior of a relay node is the almost same as
that of the source node. Note that the relay node abandons
sending the packet if it has no entry for sending the packet.
Even if a node has an entry for the destination node,
it cannot necessarily send the packet to the next-hop node
due to a link disconnection that means the next-hop node
does not exist in its wireless transmission range. We call
this problem as a route disappearance. If the route disappearance occurred, the node checks the position in the current AODV route. If it is located on the former part of the
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Fig. 1

Routing example: Pastry vs. MADPastry.

route, it abandons sending the packet. Otherwise, it tries to
discover a new route to the destination node.
There are several studies on reducing the route disappearances, such as AOMDV [14] and AODV-BR [15]. They
prepare alternative routes against the route disappearances
by storing all replies instead of only the fastest reply during the route discovery. However, since the second or later
discovered routes are not reliable compared to the first discovered route, the eﬀect of storing multiple routes is not so
much higher.
2.3 MADPastry
MADPastry is an integrated scheme of Pastry and AODV. It
introduces the following two key ideas.
2.3.1 Updating Information by Overhearing Packets at
Nodes
In MADPastry, each packet contains AODV sequence number, nodeId, and IP address for each last node in the Pastry
and AODV routing. Whenever a node overhears or receives
any packet, it updates its AODV routing table, Pastry routing
table, and leaf set. It contributes to reducing maintenance
overheads and increasing adaptability to the changes in the
physical topology.
2.3.2 Clustering Nodes Taking into Account Their Physical Locations
MADPastry associates the node’s physical location with its
overlay’s location. A cluster is formed with physically-close
nodes by coordinating the first digit of their nodeIds with
that of the cluster head. Since the Pastry routing is processed
every digit, physical hop count can be reduced compared
with the original Pastry as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the
hop count in the overlay routing does not change.
Since there is no central server in a MANET, cluster
heads must be elected in a fully-distributed manner. MADPastry uses landmark keys to form clusters. It generates K

landmark keys that evenly divide the overlay ID space into
K sub spaces. For instance, for K = 16 (= 24 ), landmark
keys become 0800. . .000, 1800. . .000, · · · , E800. . .000,
F800. . .000.
A node whose nodeId is the numerically closest to a
landmark key becomes a cluster head and starts periodically
broadcasting a cluster-head beacon to all nodes in its cluster, called cluster members. Whenever a node overhears or
receives a cluster-head beacon, it records the cluster head’s
nodeId and the physical hop count to the cluster head that are
included in the cluster-head beacon. A node periodically derives the closest cluster head from the recorded list of cluster
heads. If the closest cluster head changes, the node moves to
the cluster managed by the closest cluster head. Since it has
to change the first digit of its own nodeId, changing cluster forces the node into leaving and re-joining MADPastry
network.
Although the routing cross over diﬀerent clusters is the
same as that in Pastry, MADPastry uses the leaf set for the
routing inside a cluster. If the leaf set includes a node having a closer nodeId to key and a reachable AODV route, the
query is forwarded to the corresponding node. Otherwise,
the query is broadcasted inside the cluster. This mechanism
accomplishes eﬀective search using the physical proximity
among cluster members.
3.

Performance Evaluation of MADPastry under
Highly Dynamic Environments

3.1 Packet Disappearances Caused by Node Mobilities
It has been pointed out that the success ratio of object search
deteriorates as node velocities become high [7]. The main
reason is that packets tend to be lost due to the route nonexistence or route disappearances described in Sect. 2.2. Since
a lost packet is part of a query message or a message to exchange pointers, two kinds of disappearances occur: query
disappearances and pointer disappearances.
• Query disappearances
Query disappearances are further classified into the following two types.
– Query disappearances in routing between clusters
Queries are forwarded in a unicast manner between clusters. Since nodes belonging to diﬀerent
clusters are physically distant each other (Fig. 1),
the possibility of query disappearances tends to
increase in accordance with relatively large hop
count between them.
– Query disappearances in routing inside a cluster
Queries are also forwarded in a unicast manner
inside a cluster if the corresponding AODV route
exists. Otherwise, they are broadcasted inside a
cluster with the risk of packet collisions arising
from traﬃc load.
• Pointer disappearances
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In Ref. [7], the authors did not accurately consider the
overheads and risks of cluster changes. Since each
node is responsible for pointers whose keys are the
closest to its nodeId, it must update pointers every cluster change. However, such pointer updating may also
fail due to the route nonexistence or route disappearances. Periodic re-registration of pointers by their corresponding object holders seems to reduce the pointer
disappearances from the network. However, the pointer
registration is conducted by the same mechanism as the
query routing and may also fail.
Fig. 2 Success ratio of object search of MADPastry when pointer
exchanging is considered.

3.2 Simulation Experiments
We conducted simulation experiments to evaluate how the
above mentioned problems aﬀected the search failure. We
modified the source code of MADPastry that was written as
a module of ns-2 [16] and was provided by the authors of
Ref. [7]. We used the same parameter settings as Ref. [7].
We set the Pastry parameter b as 4 that means an overlay
ID space is denoted as hexadecimal, and the MADPastry
parameter K which decides the number of clusters as 16.
Nodes moved in accordance with random waypoint model
[17] with pause time of 0 sec and speed of 1.4, 2.5, and
5.0 m/s, respectively. At the start of simulations, 250 nodes
were randomly allocated on a two-dimensional square space
whose node density was 100 nodes/Km2 . MAC layer was
IEEE802.11 with transmission rate of 11 Mbps and transmission range of 250 m. 1000 objects are distributed into
the Pastry network such that they evenly divide the overlay
ID space. Thus, each node is responsible for maintaining
four pointers. Each node sent a query for finding out an object randomly chosen from the entire objects at intervals of
10 sec. In what follows, we call this interval a query interval.
In case that nodes conducted pointer exchanging (w/ pointer
exchange), object holders re-registered pointers relevant to
their objects at interval of 120 sec to reduce the disappearances of pointers from the network. Note that the pointer
exchange was achieved by adding pointers to leave and join
messages of Pastry.
Like Ref. [7], the success ratio of object search is defined as the ratio of the number of queries reaching nodes
whose nodeIds are the closest to keys to the whole number of queries if pointer exchanging is not considered (w/o
pointer exchange). On the other hand, we define the success
ratio of object search as the ratio of the number of queries
reaching nodes that have the corresponding pointers to the
whole number of queries in case of w/ pointer exchange.
The simulation time was 3600 sec and we show the average
of the latter 2000 sec simulation in the following results.
Figure 2 illustrates the success ratios of object search in
both cases: w/o pointer exchange and w/ pointer exchange.
Note that the results of w/o pointer exchange are the same
as shown in Ref. [7]. In case of w/o pointer exchange, the
success ratio shows a depreciation of 30% at the maximum.
This is mainly caused by query disappearances. On the con-

trary, we find that additional 3–25% deterioration occurs in
case of w/ pointer exchange. This is because some pointers vanish during the processes of cluster changes. We also
find that the periodic re-registration of pointers cannot sufficiently suppress the deterioration of success ratio of object
search. These results indicate that it is diﬃcult for nodes
to reliably exchange information with others in highly dynamic environments. In addition, the node originating the
query has to retrieve the object based on the pointer information, however, MADPastry did not evaluate this point.
4.

Sharing Objects among Nodes in a Cluster

In highly dynamic environments where nodes move around
quickly, it is diﬃcult to completely avoid AODV route
nonexistence and route disappearances that make queries
and pointers lost. In other words, reliable hop-by-hop data
transfer cannot be achieved in such situations. In this
section, we alternatively propose a method to share objects among cluster members which is an application-level
method to cope with query disappearances inside clusters
and object disappearances. The proposed method enables
a node to retrieve its desired object through one round trip
messaging diﬀerently from original MADPastry. Note that
the object sharing incurs additional overheads into the system with an increase of the object size. We evaluate the
trade-oﬀ between the overheads and the system performance
in Sect. 4.2.2.
4.1 Detail of the Method
Each node sends its own objects (not pointers) to other cluster members by slightly modifying the periodic beacon message of MADPastry. Once receiving or overhearing the beacon message from other cluster members, the node stores
the objects in the message. Then, if the received beacon is
originated from the cluster head, the node forwards it to the
neighboring nodes to form the cluster. Otherwise, it discards
the beacon. Consequently, we can achieve object sharing
among cluster members. This simple method is eﬀective in
terms of both improvement of search eﬃciency and reduction of traﬃc overheads as follows.
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• Improvement of search eﬃciency
Since cluster members are physically close each other,
each cluster member has chances to receive or overhear
queries reaching all other cluster members. If it possesses the object relevant to the overheard or received
query, it replies to the query instead of the destination
node. This not only increases the success ratio of object
search but also shorten the response time of the search.
Furthermore, multiplying objects can reduce the possibility of object disappearances.
• Reduction of traﬃc overheads
MADPastry originally has a beacon mechanism in
which each node periodically sends a beacon to other
cluster members. This is essential to autonomously
form clusters in the network. The proposed method can
be accomplished by only adding objects to this beacon
message. The beacon size increases with the growth
of the number of objects and the object size. However, the number of objects and the object size seem to
be relatively small because the mobile P2P network is
mainly used as a temporal information sharing network
as mentioned in Sect. 1.
Since the object sharing method distributes replicated
objects into the network, there is a possibility that duplicate responses to the same query occur. The duplicate responses can be avoided by caching the received or overheard
responses to the query at each node.
Replication also causes the consistency problem
among the replicated objects. The inconsistency among
replicated objects occurs when the owner of the corresponding object updates the object. However, the eﬀect of this inconsistency is small because the object is shared only among
the original object holder and its neighboring nodes and
the renewal can be automatically detected at the neighbors
through the beacon exchange mechanism.
4.2 Simulation Experiments
We conducted simulation experiments to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method. We used the same configurations described in Sect. 3 except for the following: Each
node did not maintain pointers but objects corresponding to
its overlay ID in MADPastry. We assumed text-based information sharing in emergent situations and set the default
object size to 250 bytes. We also evaluated the performance
of broadcast because it achieves higher success ratio of object search than MADPastry in the highly dynamic environments [7]. In broadcast, nodes forward queries to all of their
neighbors except when they have the corresponding objects
or have already received or overheard queries to the corresponding objects.
The success ratio of object search is defined as the ratio
of the number of queries reaching nodes that have the corresponding objects to the whole number of queries† . We omit
the phase of sending object back to the nodes originating the
corresponding queries because it is the same between the

Fig. 3 Success ratio of object search (proposed method, MADPastry,
broadcast).

Fig. 4

Overall traﬃc (proposed method, MADPastry, broadcast).

three methods. Overall traﬃc is defined as the total amount
of bytes that the MAC layer receives from the network layer
at all nodes. Thus, it includes not only the query traﬃc but
also the maintenance traﬃc at both application and network
layers.
4.2.1 Basic Performance
Figures 3 and 4 depict the success ratios of object search and
the overall traﬃc in case of the proposed method, MADPastry with object exchange, and broadcast, respectively. We
find that the eﬀect of object sharing increases as the node
speed becomes high. Specifically, the proposed method can
achieve up to 2.5 times larger success rate of object search
than MADPastry. The overall traﬃc of the proposed method
slightly increases compared with that of MADPastry because the proposed method shares objects among neighboring nodes.
The success ratio of object search of the proposed
method is about 16% lower than that of broadcast when
the node speed is 5.0 m/s. However, broadcast requires at
least twice as much overall traﬃc as the proposed method to
achieve almost the same success ratio of object search.
†
This criterion does not take into account the superiority of
broadcast to other two methods in terms of partial matching search.
However, MADPastry and the proposed method can cope with the
partial matching by combining them with the existing methods
tackling the partial matching in DHT [18], [19].
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Fig. 5

Success ratio of object search when change object size.

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Success ratio of object search when changing query interval.

Overall traﬃc when changing object size.
Fig. 8

4.2.2 Eﬀect of Object Size
In the proposed method, the overhead of object sharing increases as the object size rises. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate
how the success ratio of object search and the overall traffic change when the object size is set to 100, 250, 500, and
1000 bytes, respectively.
If the object size is below 500 bytes, the success ratio of object search does not almost change for each node
speed. On the contrary, the overall traﬃc linearly rises
with an increase of the object size and reaches almost the
same volume as the broadcast (Fig. 4) at the object size
of 1000 bytes. Thus, we can conclude that the proposed
method is more eﬀective than broadcast if the object size
is less than 1000 bytes. An example of situations suitable
for the proposed method is information sharing in an emergency where text-based information exchanges for safety
confirmation and condition report occupy the large portion
of traﬃc.
4.2.3 Eﬀect of Request Rate
To reveal the performance of the MADPastry, proposed
method, and broadcast when changing the load on the system, we ran simulations by setting the node speed to 1.4 m/s
and the query interval to 1, 3, 5, 10, 30, and 60 sec. The
other parameters were the same as those in Sect. 3.
Figures 7 and 8 depict the success ratio of object search
and the overall traﬃc of the three methods when the query

Overall traﬃc when changing query interval.

interval is changed. In case of the proposed method and
MADPastry, the success ratio of object search becomes the
maximum between three and ten seconds and gently deteriorates in the range of more than ten seconds. Since an
increase of the overall traﬃc gives nodes more chances to
update their AODV and Pastry routing tables, the risk of link
disconnections is reduced. However, the success ratio of object search drastically deteriorates when the query interval is
set to 1 sec. This is because the system is under a heavy congested state as shown in Fig. 8. Such a heavy congested state
is also found when the query interval is below 10 in case of
broadcast. Broadcast is eﬀective when the query interval is
over 10 while the proposed method can achieve high success
ratio of object search even under situations with short query
intervals.
4.2.4 Eﬀect of Object Popularity
In real P2P systems, the popularity of objects is likely to
follow a Zipf [20] distribution [21]. In a Zipf distribution,
the probability pi that a request for an i–th rank object occurs
is expressed as follows:
i−α
−α
k=1 k

pi = n

(1)

where n is the number of objects and α is a control parameter. In realistic cases, α is nearly one. In the following
simulation, we set a unique rank to each object randomly
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Fig. 10 Success ratio of object search when changing the number of
clusters.
Fig. 9 Success ratio of object search at every ten rank under object
popularity following a Zipf distribution.

selected from 1 to 1000. The node speed and the object size
were set to 5.0 m/s and 8 bytes, respectively. The other parameters were the same as those in Sect. 3.
Figure 9 depicts the average success ratio of object
search every ten rank with the 95% confidence interval. The
success ratio of object search deteriorates as the rank becomes lower in MADPastry. On the contrary, it does not
deteriorate in the proposed method. Although the results for
high-rank objects in MADPastry oscillate, they will be stable by increasing the number of simulation runs.
In what follows, we discuss why these results occur.
The following two problems occur in a P2P system over a
MANET when the object popularity follows a Zipf distribution.
(i) For high-rank objects, the success ratio of object search
deteriorates because concentration of queries to their
object holders increases packet collisions.
(ii) For low-rank objects, the success ratio of object search
deteriorates because of the route nonexistence or route
disappearances.
The clustering method of MADPastry can absorb the second
problem, especially the route disappearances in the routing
between clusters, because a cluster has both high-rank and
low-rank objects and queries for the low-rank objects can
use routes established by the search for the high-rank objects in the same cluster. In addition, the proposed method
can reduce the first problem and the part of the second problem, that is route nonexistence and route disappearances in
routing inside a cluster, because a nodes can answer queries
for any cluster member.
4.2.5 Eﬀect of the Number of Clusters
The number of clusters determines redundancy of objects
that aﬀects the success ratio of object search. The smaller
the number of clusters, the larger the redundancy. However,
reducing the number of clusters also increases the overall
traﬃc because the number of messages generated by broadcast inside a cluster is proportional to a square of the number
of cluster members. In the above evaluations, we used 16 as
the number of clusters as in Ref. [7]. In this section, we investigate the system performance by changing the number

Fig. 11

Overall traﬃc when changing the number of clusters.

of clusters as 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. The node speed is set
to 1.4 m/s. The other parameters were the same as those in
section 3.
Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate that the success ratio of
object search and the overall traﬃc of the proposed method
when the number of clusters is changed. Changing the number of clusters does not almost aﬀect the success ratio of
object search. On the other hand, the overall traﬃc monotonically decreases and converges to a certain value with an
increase of the number of clusters.
4.2.6 Eﬀect of Node Density
The node density also aﬀects the system performance. If
the node density is low, collisions at the network layer decrease but the network connectivity deteriorates. In what
follows, we reveal the feasible area of the proposed method
and broadcast in terms of the node density. Figures 12 and
13 demonstrate that the success ratio of object search and the
overall traﬃc of the proposed method and broadcast when
the node density (nodes/Km2 ) is set to 62.5, 75, and 100. We
find that the success ratio of object search slightly decreases
with a decrease with the node density in both methods. On
the other hand, the collisions at the network layer (the deterioration of network connectivity) mainly but slightly affect(s) the sift in the overall traﬃc in case of broadcast (the
proposed method).
If the node density further deteriorates, the connectivity of the MANET falls below one due to the occurrence of
nodes without neighboring nodes and fragmentation of the
network. In such situations, the proposed method cannot
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Fig. 12

Success ratio of object search when changing node density.

cess ratio of object search independently of the object popularity. The appropriate number of clusters was 16 to achieve
high success ratio of object search with low overall traﬃc.
The proposed method can achieve high system performance
if the node density was over 62.5 nodes/Km2 .
As future work, we would like to focus on load balancing among nodes. In MADPastry, landmark keys are uniformly distributed in the overlay network. However, each
cluster size depends on the physical node distribution. If
we can equalize the cluster size, the fairness in terms of the
number of processing queries per node can be improved and
the broadcast traﬃc can be further suppressed. In addition,
we plan to formulate a new metric to model the network
dynamics and extend the proposed method by taking into
account the metric. In this paper, we focused on only the
node velocities as a metric that represents the degree of network dynamics. However, the network dynamics should be
modeled by the relationship among node speed, transmission range, and node density.
Acknowledgement

Fig. 13

Overall traﬃc when changing node density.

construct an overlay network and depresses the success ratio
of object search. However, such networks with poor connectivity can be regarded as one of delay/disruption/disconnect
tolerant networks (DTNs) in which the conventional storeforward routing, including broadcast and the proposed
method, cannot work well [22]. Although store-carryforward routing has been studied in DTNs, such situations
are outside the scope of this paper.
5.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we first explained the problems of MADPastry under high-mobility environments: lots of packet losses
occur due to link disconnections at the network layer. We
extended MADPastry by adding a method to share objects
among cluster members to make the system robust to the
node mobility. Through simulation experiments, we showed
that the proposed method could achieve up to 2.5 times
larger success rate of object search than MADPastry.
In addition, we investigated how the following parameters aﬀected the system performance: the object size, the
query interval, the popularity of objects, the number of clusters, and the node density. The proposed method is suitable
for text-based information sharing in which the object size
is less than 1000 bytes. The query interval aﬀects the traffic load on the system. A short query interval may cause
heavy congestion while a long query interval may induces
lots of AODV route disappearances. However, the proposed
method could work well at the moderate query interval. We
also showed that the proposed method can achieve high suc-
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